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Phosphinylidenes are an important class of organophosphorus
compounds that can exhibit tautomerization between tricoordi-
nated P(III) hydroxide (R1R2POH) and a pentacoordinated P(V)
oxide (R1R2P(O)H) form. Herein we show, using the canonical
variational transition state theory combined with multidimen-
sional small-curvature tunneling approximation, the dominance
of proton tunneling in the two-water-bridged tautomerizations
of phosphinous acid and model phosphinylidenes comprising
phosphosphinates, H-phosphonates, H-phosphinates and sec-
ondary phosphine oxides. Based on the studied system, the
contribution of thermally-activated tunneling is predicted to

speed up the semiclassical reaction rate by ca. threefold to as
large as two orders of magnitude at 298.15 K in the gas phase.
The large KIE and the concavity in the Arrhenius plots are
further fingerprints of tunneling. The simulations also predicted
that the rapid tunneling rate and short half-life span for the
forward reaction, as opposed to the reverse reaction in
fluorinated secondary phosphine oxides, would result in P(V)
being elusive and only P(III) being isolable, which agrees with
previous experiments where only P(III) was detected by IR and
NMR spectroscopy. We also explored the role of solvent and
predicted tunneling to be substantial.

Introduction

Phosphinylidenes are a family of organophosphorus com-
pounds that are of biological and pharmaceutical
importance.[1–3] They are also most commonly employed as
ancillary ligands in homogenous catalysis.[4,5] These include
phosphinates, H-phosphonates, H-phosphinates and secondary
phosphine oxides. Such compounds can exhibit a prototropic
(i. e., proton migration from one atom to another) tautomerism
process involving structures with a tetracoordinate pentavalent
phosphorus P(V) and a trivalent phosphorus P(III) atom (see
Scheme 1A). Due to the availability of a free lone pair of
electrons, the P(III) hydroxide form is known to coordinate with
the metal in transition metal complexes. However, the P(V)
oxide form is known to be the most stable species and the
tautomeric equilibrium displayed in Scheme 1A is strongly
shifted toward P(V) if the R were electron-donating groups. On
the contrary, with electron-withdrawing fluororganyl groups,
only the P(III) tautomer was isolated and detected spectroscopi-

cally, and in some cases, a solvent-dependent equilibrium was
observed between the tautomeric forms.[6–10]

Although the reactivity of phosphinylidenes suggests the
presence of both oxide and acid tautomers, the direct intra-
molecular proton transfer (PT) for their interconversion is
unfavorable at room temperature due to its high activation
barrier of ~60 kcalmol� 1.[11–15] Alternatively, an intermolecular
PT mechanism between two tautomers of the same species,[16] a
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Scheme 1. Tautomerization reaction in phosphinylidene compounds show-
ing A). Intramolecular proton transfer (PT) and B). Two water-bridged PT. R1

and R2 represent various substituents.
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base- or water-catalyzed PT has been proposed.[11,14,15,17] Re-
cently, a detailed computational study on the tautomerization
of simple secondary phosphine oxides predicted that the two-
water bridged PT provides the most energetically favorable
path in the gas phase, as compared to intra- and intermolecular
PT involving one, two, or three tautomers.[12]

Due to its small mass, it is well-known that, for reactions
with narrow barrier width, hydrogen can undergo quantum
tunneling through the potential barrier.[18,19] Consequently,
tunneling enhances the reaction rates and thereby lowers the
measured activation energy.[20–24] The extent to which tunneling
occurs in a chemical reaction[21,25] can be approximated as

P � e � w
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DE�m
p

=�h (1)

where P represents the probability of tunneling, w the barrier
width, ~E� is the activation energy, m the reduced mass, and �h
the reduced Planck constant. Tautomerization plays a vital role
in chemistry and biology and proton tunneling has been well-
established in such processes.[22,26,27] Water as a catalyst in
tautomerization reactions, and the influence of tunneling in
them, have been documented. Examples include the important
role of tunneling in the one- or two water-bridged tautomeriza-
tion of formamidine[28,29] and azaindole,[30–32] keto-enol and
amino-enol processes.[33–35] Furthermore, some of these cases
validated experimental observations.[32–35] Using a one-dimen-
sional tunneling approximation, tunneling has also been
studied for the intermolecular tautomerization of the simplest
phosphinous acid (H2POH) and secondary phosphine
oxides.[36–38] However, whether an accurate multidimensional
tunneling method would find a tunneling mechanism to be
viable has not been explored for the kinetically favored water-
catalyzed tautomerization of phosphinylidenes. Since solvents,
which stabilize the phosphinylidenes,[7,11,13] usually contain trace
amounts of water, and considering the above sets of examples
of water-assisted tunneling-driven tautomerism, studies to
accurately assess the possibility of tunneling in the water-
bridged tautomerization of phosphinylidenes are warranted.

In this article, we systematically investigate the two water-
catalyzed tautomerizations of phosphinous acid (1) and
phosphinylidenes substituted at the R1 and R2 positions, each
representing a class of phosphinates (2), H-phosphonates (3), H-
phosphinates (4) and secondary phosphine oxides (5) (see
Scheme 1B). Using canonical variational transition state theory
inclusive of multidimensional small-curvature tunneling, we
shall demonstrate the significant tunneling contribution to the
two-water bridged tautomerization process of 1–5 in the gas
phase as well as in solvent media. The concave Arrhenius plots
and abnormally high KIE reveal unambiguous fingerprints of
tunneling at room temperature. We also explore the kinetics of
reversibility of the experimentally reported fluorinated systems
5 and propose a possible reason for the elusive nature of P(V)
tautomer.

Theoretical Method
To obtain accurate reaction rates with multidimensional tunneling
corrections, it is crucial to correctly map the potential energy
surface of the reaction. Hence, to select a reliable level of theory in
terms of balance between accuracy and computational cost, we
performed several DFT benchmark calculations on the activation
energy (ΔE�) for the forward and reverse reaction for the two-water
bridge tautomerization in 1H,H and 2H,OH using CCSD(T)

[39] with the
cc-pVQZ-F12 basis set.[40] (It has recently been shown[41] that this
basis set,[40] while strictly speaking developed for explicitly corre-
lated calculations, is also advantageous for orbital-only correlated
wavefunction calculations.) In total, we assessed twelve different
DFT functionals, namely, the GGA PBE;[42] the meta-GGA TPSS;[43] the
three hybrid-GGAs PBE0,[44,45] TPPSh[43,46] and B3LYP,[47,48] with and
without D3 correction;[49] five hybrid-meta-GGAs � B1B95,[50]

PW6B95,[51] BMK[52] with and without D3 correction,[49] MN15,[53] and
M06-2X,[54] and finally the long-range corrected hybrids wB97X[55]

and wB97X-D,[56] all of these in conjunction with four triple-ζ quality
basis sets (Def2-TZVP, 6–311+G(d,p), aug-cc-pVTZ and cc-pVTZ).
From the benchmark analysis, the BMK/Def2-TZVP combination
emerged as the best performer, with a calculated barrier height
ΔE� within 1.0 kcalmol� 1 of the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ-F12 reference
(see Table S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). Therefore, all
molecular geometries, electronic energies, and their derivatives
were computed at the BMK[52]/Def2-TZVP level using the Gaussian
16 program system.[57] The CCSD(T) computations were performed
using the MOLPRO2021 package.[58]

Semiclassical (without tunneling) reaction rates were computed
using canonical variational transition state theory (CVT),[59] with
tunneling contributions added within the small curvature tunneling
(SCT) approximation.[60,61] In this study, we will refer to the CVT and
SCT rate constants as kSC and kT. Polyrate17

[62] was used to compute
all the rate constants, with Gaussrate17[63] serving as the interface
between Polyrate and Gaussian 16. A step size of 0.002 Bohr (with a
scaling mass of 1 amu) was employed to map the reaction energy
paths for all the reactions.[64] For hydrogen tunneling reactions with
extremely narrow barrier width, the tunneling path may deviate far
from the minimum energy path potential (VMEP), following a straight
line from reactant to product. In such scenarios, it is recommended
to use the more accurate and computationally expensive large-
curvature tunneling (LCT) method,[60,65] which follows a straight-line
tunneling path, or a microcanonical optimized multidimensional
tunneling (μOMT) approximation,[60,65] which estimates the optimal
transmission probability as the greater of the SCT and LCT
transmission probabilities at a given energy. Our benchmark
analysis of SCT shows rates that are similar to those obtained using
μOMT and slightly larger than LCT, indicating that the reaction path
curvatures were not very large and thus safely confirming the
suitability of our cost-effective SCT computations for our studied
systems (see Supporting Information).

Results and Discussion

Tautomerization Mechanism

We first explored the possible mechanism of water-catalyzed
tautomerization on 1H,H as a model compound (see Figure 1). In
this and all the water-catalyzed reactions considered in this
study, the reaction path was followed in the exergonic direction
as was previously studied.[12,15,16] Table 1 presents the reaction
and activation energies for the six different reaction pathways
for transforming P(III)!P(V) and Figure 1 depicts their corre-
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sponding transition state (TS) structures. In the absence of
water, the intramolecular (1intra) direct proton transfer (PT) and
the intermolecular (1inter) dimer-assisted PT are unfavorable for
the reaction to occur at RT due to their high activation free
energy barriers (~G�) of 64.3 and 31.5 kcalmol� 1, respectively,
with the latter path resulting in an endothermic reaction.
Moving to water-assisted PT, we computed the reaction path-
way with one (1w) and two bridging water molecules (12w). In
addition, we also studied the reaction with the bridging water

bonded to a second water acting as a hydrogen bond donor
(1dw) and acceptor (1aw), as a prototype to study the influence
of a water-wire mechanism on the ~G� (see Figure 1). As shown
in Table 1, the ~G� values for the one-water bridged pathways
1w, 1dw and 1aw are in the range of 29.8–34.0 kcalmol

� 1, too
high for the reaction to happen at room temperature. This is
attributed to the highly strained three-membered ring at the
TS. The ~G� for the two-water bridged 12w pathway has the
lowest barrier (26.0 kcalmol� 1); albeit slightly high for a RT
reaction in the absence of tunneling, we will see the latter’s
influence below. The ~G� lowering for 12w stems from the
relaxed seven-membered ring TS, which makes it efficient for
the PT instead of the sterically hindered TS adopted in the
above cases. Similar mechanistic analysis on 2H,OH also revealed
the same trend in the activation barriers and reaction energies,
giving the lowest activation free barrier (22.6 kcalmol� 1) with
two-water assisted PT (see Table S3 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The detailed analysis of these reaction mechanisms
suggests that the two-water assisted PT is the most kinetically
preferred path, consistent with previous study predicted for
other phosphinylidenes.[12] Therefore, calculations on all the
tautomerization reactions considered in this study were carried
out with the two-water bridge acting as a mediator for the PT.

Table 2 lists the computed barriers, reaction energies and
the characteristics imaginary frequency of the transition state
for all the studied systems, namely phosphinous acid (1H,H),
phosphinates (2H,OH and 2H,OMe), H-phosphonates (3Ome,Ome), H-
phosphinates (4Me,Ome) and secondary phosphine oxides (5CF3,CF3

and 5CF3,C2F5) (Scheme 1B). It can be seen that, except for 1H,H,
the computed free energy barriers for 1–5 are well below
25.0 kcalmol� 1, suggesting that the reaction is favorable under
experimental conditions. Notably, in the absence of water, the
intramolecular tautomerization process in all these cases yields
prohibitively high barriers of 52–64 kcalmol� 1, rendering the
reaction forbidden at RT (see Table S4 in the Supporting
Information). For the electron-donating substituted systems 1–
4, the reaction is exothermic in the direction of the P(V)2w oxide
form. In contrast, for the electron-withdrawing groups (entries 7
and 8 in Table 2), the acid P(III)2w hydroxide form is more stable,
consistent with prior studies mentioned above.

Figure 1. Transition state structures for the tautomerization in 1H,H involving
water-unassisted intramolecular (1intra), intermolecular (1inter) dimer-assisted
proton transfer (PT), one (1w) and two (12w) water-assisted, and one water-
assisted bonded to a second water molecule acting as a H-bond acceptor
(1aw) and donor (1dw) in the PT.

Table 1. Threshold (~E�) and Gibbs free activation energies (~G�), along
with their corresponding reaction energies (~Er) and reaction free energies
(~Gr) in kcal mol

� 1 for the intramolecular PT and various water-catalyzed
tautomerization of 1H,H. All the electronic energies include the zero-point
energy corrections.

~E� ~Er ~G� ~Gr

1intra 64.1 � 0.8 64.3 � 0.5
1inter 31.3 � 3.4 31.5 � 2.0
1w 33.6 � 0.7 35.6 � 0.0
12w 23.9 � 0.9 26.0 � 0.7
1aw 34.0 � 1.6 36.7 � 0.4
1dw 31.1 � 7.4 32.4 � 7.4

Table 2. Threshold (~E�) and Gibbs free activation energies (~G�), along with their corresponding reaction energies (~Er) and reaction free energies (~Gr) in
kcal mol� 1, and transition state imaginary frequencies (ν) in cm� 1 for the two-water bridged tautomerization of 1–5 systems. All the energies include the
zero-point energy corrections.

~E� ~Er ~G� ~Gr ν

1H,H 23.9 � 0.9 26.0 � 0.7 � 1386
2H,OMe 22.8 � 9.3 24.7 � 9.3 � 1410
2H,OH 20.7 � 17.6 22.6 � 17.0 � 1468
3OMe,OMe 19.3 � 13.1 21.3 � 13.6 � 1414
4Me,OMe 19.4 � 11.5 21.5 � 11.8 � 1592
5Me,Me 20.0 � 9.0 22.1 � 9.0 � 1664
5CF3,CF3

[a] 17.3 � 5.7 17.6 � 7.2 � 527
5CF3,C2F5

[a] 15.8 � 6.9 18.6 � 5.9 � 482

[a] The tautomerization reaction was studied from P(V)2w!P(III)2w.
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Quantum Tunneling Rates

As discussed above, tunneling is known to play a dominant role
in several tautomerization reactions. We therefore ventured to
explore the tunneling rates in the two water-catalyzed tautome-
rizations of 1–5 systems. Except for 1H,H, our computed semi-
classical kSC rates show that the reaction should be feasible
under experimental conditions at 298.15 K (see Table 3).
However, as discussed below, the assistance of tunneling is
predicted to significantly accelerate the reaction rates for all the
studied systems.

Considering first the simplest case of phosphinous acid 1H,H,
the contribution of the tunneling transmission coefficient (kT) is
predicted to be the largest among all the studied reactions,
giving a kT value of 138 at 298.15 K. Such a sizable tunneling
effect is probably the largest hitherto predicted for a tautome-
rization reaction at room temperature. This kappa factor results
in an apparent reaction barrier ~3.0 kcalmol� 1 below the
classical barrier height at 298.15 K, indicative of tunneling from
thermally activated states rather than the ground-state vibra-
tional level (v=0).[22] It is interesting to note that for 1H,H, the
semiclassical kSC rate of 5×10

� 7 s� 1 yield a t1/2 (calculated as
ln(2)/k) of 16 days, which is too slow for the reaction to occur
under standard experimental conditions; however, inclusion of
tunneling results in a kT of 7×10

� 5 and a corresponding t1/2 of
~3 hrs, thus leading to an experimentally observable rate at
298.15 K: considering its short half-life, if the hydroxide form of
1H,H were prepared by some methods in the gas phase at RT,
then its tunneling decay rate to its oxide form should be able to
be monitored by spectroscopic methods, e.g., IR or NMR.

Moving to the phosphonates (2), inclusion of tunneling also
reveals a large enhancement of the semiclassical rate by factors
of 124 and 115 for 2H,OMe and 2H,OH at 298.15 K, respectively. For
3OMe,OMe, 4Me,OMe and 5Me,Me, the tunneling effect results in a kT of
77, 60 and 43 at 298.15 K, indicating that 98–99% of the
reaction rates for the above cases are due to tunneling. In the
case of 5CF3,CF3 and 5CF3,C2F5, tunneling accelerates their semi-
classical rate by ~3 times, although small compared to the
above phosphinylidenes, still accounting for 63 to 65% to the
overall reaction rate.

Furthermore, the consequences of tunneling in 1–5 can also
be seen from the Arrhenius graph (see Figure 2 for six selected
systems), for which the kT rates (solid curves) show a distinct
concave curve diverging from the semiclassical kSC rates (dotted

straight line) and not reaching a flat plateau as the temperature
decreases, which is an indication of a reaction assisted by
thermally-activated tunneling. The Arrhenius graph conspicu-
ously reveals that as the temperature is lowered, the contribu-
tion of the tunneling grows, reaching a kT on the order of
~103–104 for all the above systems at 225 K, making the
reaction possible even when the classical over-the-barrier
process is forbidden (see Supporting Information for rates
table). As the temperature increases beyond 298.15 K, the
contribution of tunneling, albeit lowered as thermal reaction
begins to dominate at these temperatures, is still substantial,
speeding up the semiclassical kSC rates by 1.4 to 8 times faster
at 400 K.

We now turned our attention to investigating the kinetic
reversibility of the experimentally reported tautomerization of
fluorinated systems (5). Previous gas-phase experimental study
on 5CF3,CF3 and 5CF3,C2F5 revealed only the exclusive presence of
the P(III) form by IR and NMR spectroscopy.[66] To understand
this observation, we analyzed the kinetic reversibility of their

Table 3. Semiclassical rate constants without (kSC) and with tunneling correction (kT) in s
� 1, tunneling transmission coefficient (kT), tunneling corrected half-

life (t1/2) in s, and %tunneling contribution for the bridged tautomerization reactions involving systems 1–5 at 298.15 K.

kSC kT kT t1/2 %tunneling[b]

1H,H 5×10� 7 7×10� 5 138 104 99
2H,OMe 5×10� 6 6×10� 4 124 103 99
2H,OH 2×10� 4 2×10� 2 115 34 99
3OMe,OMe 2×10� 3 0.1 77 6 99
4Me,OMe 10� 3 7×10� 2 60 10 98
5Me,Me 4×10� 4 2×10� 2 43 39 98
5CF3,CF3

[a] 0.6 2 2.8 0.3 65
5CF3,C2F5

[a] 0.1 0.3 2.7 2 63

[a] The tautomerization reaction was studied from P(V)2w!P(III)2w. [b] % tunneling=1� (kSC/kT).

Figure 2. Arrhenius plot for the rate constants without (ksc, dotted lines) and
with tunneling corrections (kT, solid lines) for a temperature range of 50 to
400 K for 1–5.
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reaction by comparing the tunneling rate constants and their
half-life time for the reverse reaction, i. e., P(III)2w!P(V)2w to
those of the corresponding forward rates P(V)2w!P(III)2w. Note-
worthy, the ratio between P(III) and P(V) concentration will
depend on the energy difference between the tautomers.[66]

Still, we can explain this ratio from the relationship of the
kinetic rate constants and their corresponding half-lives. Since
the reverse reaction is endergonic, we obtained their rates
through scaling the rate constants calculated in the exergonic
direction by their microscopic reversibility.[67] For 5CF3,CF3, the
reverse rate constants yield a kT of 1×10

� 4 s� 1 at 298.15 K. This
corresponds to a tunneling-corrected t1/2 of 1.4 hrs. On the
other hand, the rapid tunneling rate kT of 2 s

� 1 for the forward
reaction implies a t1/2 of only 0.3 s, suggesting that the P(V)
oxide tautomer is too short-lived a species and that only the
P(III) form should be detected under normal experimental
conditions at RT, in agreement with the aforementioned
experimental observation.

Similarly, in the case of 5CF3,C2F5, the computed reverse rate
constant results in a kT of 3×10

� 6 s� 1 with a tunneling t1/2 of
20 hrs versus kT of 0.3 s

� 1 and t1/2 of ~2 s calculated for the
forward reaction at 298.15 K, indicating the ephemeral charac-
ter of P(V) oxide tautomer and thereby, this might explain the
reason why only the P(III) form is present in the reported NMR
spectra.

It is also worth mentioning that for electron-donating
systems 2H,OMe, 2H,OH, 3OMe,OMe and 4Me,OMe, their high exergonicity
of the reaction and extremely facile tunneling rates would
correspond to extremely short half-lives ranging between 103

and 6 s (See Table 1) thereby making the reaction P(III)2w

!P(V)2w irreversible. Therefore, while the tunneling decay rate
for 2H,OMe (t1/2 of 19 min.) might be amenable to experimental
study, the hydroxide P(III)2w species will be fleeting and only
the oxide P(V)2w form would be isolated and detected
experimentally. Therefore, this prediction on our model systems
might explain the possible reason why the phosphinylidenes
with electron donor substituted group prefers to exist in oxide
form, as mentioned above.

Influence of Barrier Width on the kappa Factor

To rationalize the trend in the tunneling contribution, a
comparison of barrier height and width is instructive. An
apparent observation in the tunneling transmission coefficient
for 1–5 shows that kT decreases with decreasing barrier height.
This might suggest that lower barriers in these systems are
associated with broader barrier widths, thereby lowering the kT
values. Since the imaginary vibrational frequency (ν) of a TS can
dictate the topology in the vicinity of the TS and is a measure
of the curvature of the reaction coordinate at the TS, it might
be expected that a larger barrier height would correspond to a
larger imaginary frequency for the reaction coordinate, and in
turn to a thinner barrier. However, for our studied reactions,
there is no clear correlation between barrier height and TS
imaginary frequency. For instance, in 1H,H the TS has a ν of

� 1386 cm� 1 and a ~G� of 26.0 kcalmol� 1, whereas 5Me,Me the
one with a large ν of � 1664 cm� 1, has a ~G� of 22.1 kcalmol� 1.

Closer scrutiny of the TS structures of 1–5 shows that a
shorter (longer) bond length of the P(O� H) bond corresponds
to a larger (smaller) imaginary frequency, giving a Badger type
correlation.[68,69] For instance, the P(O� H) bond at the TS for
5Me,Me with the largest ν has the shortest bond length of
1.226 Å, whereas 5CF3,C2F5 with the smallest ν has the longest
bond length of 1.619 Å, respectively. Overall, we observed an
absolute linear variation between υ and P(O� H) bond length
for our studied systems (R2=0.99; see Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows the potential energy curves of the minimum
energy path (Vmep in solid curve) and the vibrationally adiabatic
ground-state energy curves (VGa in dotted curve), which include
the zero-point energies along the mass-scaled reaction coor-

Figure 3. Plot of imaginary frequency (ν) in cm� 1 of the transition states
versus P(O� H) bond length in Å for systems 1–5.

Figure 4. Potential (Vmep) and adiabatic ground-state energy (VGa ) curves
along the mass-scaled reaction coordinate (s) for two water-bridged
tautomerization of 1H,H (in black curves) and 5CF3,CF3 (green curves).
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dinate (s) for two extreme cases i. e., 1H,H and 5CF3,CF3. First, from
the plots, it can be seen that no stable intermediates were
observed in the potential and adiabatic energy curves along
the reaction coordinate, which indicates that the three hydro-
gens in the two-water bridged tautomerization were transferred
concertedly. Second and most interestingly, the broadness
(round top and flatten section) of the Vmep and VGa curve around
the TS region is evident for 5CF3,CF3 as compared to 1H,H, which
exhibit a higher but narrow barrier shape ideal for swift
tunneling. This observation thus indicates that a high barrier
possesses a more sharply rising or narrow potential and
adiabatic energy curves, resulting in an expected large kT.

Kinetic Isotope Effects and Fingerprint for Tunneling

The most common diagnostic tool to check for the evidence of
tunneling in chemical reactions has been the measurement of
kinetic isotope effects (KIEs). For a thermal reaction, replacing
hydrogen in the broken or formed C� H bond with deuterium
typically leads to a decrease in the reaction rates with KIE (kH/
kD) of ~7 at 298.15 K.

[26] For KIEs beyond this semiclassical limit,
it is generally realized that the reaction is driven by
tunneling.[22,70] We therefore studied the KIE, to test the
tunneling effect, by taking 1H,H and 2H,OH as a model compound.
Since the bond-breaking and bond-formation during the
tautomerization involve significant movement of three hydro-
gens (H1, H2 and H3), as reflected in the eigenvectors
corresponding to the TS imaginary frequency (see Figure 5), we
checked the KIE(kH1H2H3/kD1D2D3) and predicted a dramatically
large tunneling-corrected KIET of 500.1 for 1H,H and 465.7 for
2H,OH at 298.15 K, giving a strong indication of proton tunneling
in this systems. We further studied the KIEs of these hydrogens
separately to dissect their individual contributions and find the
“tunneling-determining atom”[71] i. e., the atom that has the
greatest influence on the tunneling rates. Figure 5 shows the
labeled atoms with their calculated KIEs with and without
tunneling corrections. The semiclassical KIESC for all the hydro-
gens is below 5 at 298.15 K, whereas incorporating tunneling
enhances the KIET resulting in a value of 6.2, 6.0 and 31.0 for H1,
H2 and H3, the latter value showing strong evidence of
tunneling. A similar trend in the KIET was also predicted for
2H,OH, giving a maximum value of 19.6 for H3 (see Figure 5).

These results indicate that the hydrogen (H3) making a bond
with the phosphorous atom is the tunneling-determining atom.
Therefore, our computational prediction of tunneling can in
principle be validated by measuring the KIE of the P� H(D)
bond.

Effect of Solvents on the Tunneling Rates

As mentioned above, it has been shown that the presence of
solvents of varying polarity has a significant influence on the
stability of the phosphinylidene tautomers as well as on the
activation barriers and reaction energies of its
tautomerization.[7,8,12] For multidimensional tunneling computa-
tions, the use of explicit solvent in the reaction is alas
computationally intractable. To study the solvent effect on the
tunneling rates, we computed the rate constants using an
implicit polarizable continuum model,[72] which can at least
mimic the role of the electrostatic effect on the tunneling rates.
We studied the reaction with the highest kappa factor, i. e., 1H,H

and along with two other systems 5Me,Me and 5CF3,CF3 in three
different solvents, namely toluene (ɛ=2.4), THF (ɛ=7.4) and
water (ɛ=78.4). 5Me,Me and 5CF3,CF3 were selected for the sake of
comparing the nature of electron-donating and -withdrawing
groups on the tunneling rates in solvent media.

An obvious observation from Table 4 is that the reaction
becomes more exothermic along with slightly lower ~G�,
resulting in faster reaction rates as we move from gas phase to
increase the polarity of the solvents. This might be explained
through stabilization of the TS and the product state via
stronger electrostatic interaction with a highly polar solvent.

Analyzing the kT factor in solvent media shows that the
tunneling is substantial and that its contribution decreases
going from the gas phase to increasingly polar solvents for 1H,H

and 5CF3,CF3, with the latter approaching a semiclassical value of
~1, indicating that the thermal reaction dominates due to lower
barriers. In the case of 5Me,Me, however, there is no clear trend,
with kT being higher in toluene than in the gas phase, and an
intermediate value in THF. This may not be the case when the

Figure 5. Computed kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD) without (KIEsc) and with the
inclusion of tunneling (KIET) for the labeled atoms at 298.15 K. The arrows
depicts the eigen vectors of the water-catalyzed PT at the TS for 1H,H, and
2H,OH.

Table 4. Solvent dielectric constant (ɛ), activation free energy (~G�) and
reaction energy (~Gr) in kcal mol

� 1, semiclassical (kSC) and tunneling rate
constant (kT) in s

� 1, tunneling transmission coefficient (kT), for 1H,H, 5Me,Me

and 5CF3,CF3
[a] in the gas phase and four solvents at 298.15 K.

medium ɛ ~G� ~Gr kSC kT kT

1H,H gas 1.0 26.0 � 0.7 5×10� 7 7×10� 5 138
toluene 2.4 25.4 � 1.3 10� 6 10� 4 90
THF 7.4 24.9 � 3.6 3×10� 6 2×10� 4 63
water 78.4 24.6 � 2.6 6×10� 6 3×10� 4 47

5Me,Me gas 1.0 22.1 � 9.0 4×10� 4 2×10� 2 43
toluene 2.4 20.9 � 10.1 2×10� 3 0.3 112
THF 7.4 20.5 � 14.0 5×10� 3 0.5 105
water 78.4 20.3 � 13.7 8×10� 3 0.3 42

5CF3,CF3 gas 1.0 17.6 � 7.2 0.6 2 3
toluene 2.4 14.0 � 8.3 40 70 1.8
THF 7.4 11.6 � 9.2 103 2×103 1.1
water 78.4 13.4 � 8.7 4×102 5×102 1.3

[a] The tautomerization reaction was studied from P(V)2w!P(III)2w.
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reaction is carried out in a real solvent, since the presence of
solvent would increase the effective mass of the transferring
proton via interaction with the surrounding solvent dipoles,
which in turn would reduce the tunneling contribution
according to the tunneling probability (P) expression in Eq. 1.

Conclusions

In summary, we have examined the two-water catalyzed
tautomerization of phosphinous acid (1) and model phosphiny-
lidene compounds, each serving as representative cased of
phosphinates (2), H-phosphonates (3), H-phosphinates (4) and
secondary phosphine oxides (5). Depending on the systems,
our rate constant calculations, including the multidimensional
small-curvature tunneling approximation, show that tunneling
significantly accelerates the gas-phase semiclassical reaction
rates by ca. threefold to as large as two orders of magnitude at
298.15 K. The predicted unusually high KIE (kH/kD), and the
concave Arrhenius graph of the tunneling rate constants
around the room temperature regime, while not reaching a flat
plateau as the temperature is lowered further, reveals the
dominance of proton tunneling and its occurrence from the
vibrational excited level by a thermally-activated tunneling
process. We have also shown that for fluorinated secondary
phosphine oxides, the rapid tunneling rate and short half-life
time for the forward P(V)2w!P(III)2w reaction results in the
fleeting existence of the P(V) tautomer, thus explaining the
possible reason why only the P(III) form was previously
detected by IR and NMR spectroscopy. Furthermore, we tested
the influence of solvent (using a polarized continuum model)
on the tunneling rates and predicted an influential role of
tunneling for the systems with electron-donating groups 1–4. In
contrast, due to low barriers, the semiclassical over-the barrier
process becomes dominant for fluorinated systems 5 in a highly
polar solvent. The present computational study thus elucidates
the influential role of the tunneling effect in a family of model
phosphinylidenes, thereby making it into the gallery of water-
assisted tautomerization processes driven exclusively via a
tunneling mechanism.
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